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ROXANNE is a research project funded by the European Union1 that intends to combine new speech,
text, video, and network analysis technologies into a new platform that will assist law enforcement
agencies to identify criminals in organised crime investigations. A key part of this project is ensuring
that the activities within the project, and the project results comply with ethical, legal, and societal
standards. This is achieved through taking Privacy and Ethics-by-Design approaches to the research
activities in the project that are investigating tools and methods to be incorporated into the new
platform. To be able to fully engage in these approaches, partners from the project’s ethics and
legal team have conducted in-depth analysis into the ethical, societal, fundamental human rights,
and applicable legislation (including data protection and rules concerning INTERPOL) aspects of the
project, and the proposed platform. So that these analyses can be validated, the project’s ethics and
legal team are sharing a series of briefing papers with important stakeholders to gather feedback. A
link to a survey will be provided separately where you will be able to share comments if you wish.

1. BRIEFING PAPER
This document includes requirements coming from the societal values analysis, in order to display
them with those from the ethical and legal analysis. They will be removed from the briefing paper
before it is disseminated.

Introduction
ROXANNE (Real time network, text, and speaker analytics for combating organized crime) is an EU
funded project, aiming to enhance the identification of suspected criminals and their networks in
investigations of organised crime and terrorism. It aims to do this by developing novel speech, text,
and video analysis technologies to speed up the process of identification and fusing these outputs
with network analysis in order to improve the visualisation of how criminal groups communicate.
These will be brought together into the ROXANNE platform.
There are ethical and legal issues raised when producing surveillance technologies. The ROXANNE
project will include principles of privacy-by-design and ethics-by-design. Key parts of these
processes are considering the impacts this technology could have on a societal level. This briefing
paper outlines values that are important in European societies. Societal values are ‘principles or
moral standards held by a person or social group’ and are ‘generally accepted or personally held
judgement of what is valuable and important in life’.2 They are used in this paper to display the
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potential impacts that the use of the ROXANNE platform could have on society, and how these
effects can be mitigated. Also included are scenarios that highlight potential issues in future uses of
the platform; we welcome comments and suggestion on these scenarios.

Societal Values
Citizens’ privacy:
Privacy means ‘the right [for people] to keep their personal life or personal information secret
or known only to a small group of people’.3 This value is closely associated with the value of
individual freedom which is defined as ‘the condition or right of being able or allowed to do,
say, think, etc. whatever you want to, without being controlled or limited’.4 This value is critical
in the sense that citizens need to believe that no aspect of this project will hamper their rights.
Privacy can be impacted when technologies are not used as intended; when their intended use
impacts inappropriately upon privacy, or when they are inadequately secured allowing others to
inappropriately exploit them.
A fundamental issue with platforms that process biometric data is data-subject privacy and trust
in the platform.5 There is a possibility of the platform being used for unintended purposes which
might differ from what was initially envisioned. This is called ‘function creep’,6 an obvious example
would be a platform intended for targeted surveillance being used for mass surveillance.7 “Chilling
effects” occur when such platforms might impede citizens’ freedom to act due to the fears of
misappropriation of biometric data or of a totalitarian future.8 One of the possible repercussions
of such a scenario could include attempts to control the public behaviour by leveraging the fear of
being monitored.9 This shows how intrusions into public privacy can lead to serious consequences.
As part of including privacy and ethical concerns into the design process of the ROXANNE platform,
technical partners in the project should first ensure a sound legal basis for processing of personal
data, with a clear link between the design of the platform and the necessity for processing such
data. This should be based upon scientifically valid causal models (e.g, we have good scientific
reasons to believe that processing a particular form of personal data will lead to useful and effective
analytic tools). From a security perspective, they should ensure that the data is completely secured
from any unauthorised access by implementing efficient data protection measures. They should
further incorporate data-security in the system architecture by design and by default.10 This includes
measures such as conducting data protection impact assessments, writing apt privacy policies in
easy-to-understand language, providing data-subjects information on how their data is used and who
they can contact about it, ensuring that personal data is not automatically made publicly available to
others etc.11
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Further, ensuring that data processing in the ROXANNE platform follows data protection legislation
applicable to law enforcement activities12 would be the key to preventing unauthorized data sharing.
With respect to collection of data during operational use, the onus of using lawfully collected data
would be on the end-user of the platform. The platform should support use-logging and access
control to allow its use to be appropriately audited. However, the consortium must be very careful
with respect to the organisations’ who would be given access to this platform by conducting due
diligence to make sure that the platform will not be abused by the end-users and would only be used
for law enforcement. End-users will only be responsible law enforcement agencies (LEAs), mostly
likely in Europe. All these measures should help mitigate the concerns related to citizens’ privacy.

Trust and the perception of safety:
People have trust in others when they ‘believe that someone is good and honest and will not harm
you, or that something is safe and reliable’13. It is imperative for citizens to feel confident with respect
to deployment of the ROXANNE platform, and that it will make them feel safer in their societies. This
confidence will be closely correlated to the trust that citizens have in the organisations involved in
using the ROXANNE platform.
Uses of the ROXANNE platform could misuse personal data in ways that abuse the trust of citizens.
One possibility could be using the platform to run network analysis on individuals who are not
directly associated with any known suspects. This would increase apprehensions of mass-surveillance
and abuse of power by the state. Also, any bias in processing of data based solely on the difference
in creed, colour, race or religion, which would be tantamount to discrimination by design, could
increase distrust with respect to the platform. Algorithmic transparency is a crucial step to further
the cause of garnering trust in the platform;14 project partners should be able to explain how the
platform works in order to give citizens an idea of how they can expect any data LEAs collect on them
to be processed.
A lack of faith in LEAs deploying this platform, might also lead to suspicion over the intended or
actual use of this platform. To mitigate these concerns, end-users (LEAs) should play an active role in
trust-building actions regarding this platform.15 In order to inform citizens and increase their trust in
the platform, end-users should, as far as possible, provide information about how use of surveillance
platforms is overseen and discuss with local populations; this should increase the security of society
as a whole whilst reducing the scope for the abuse of power by end-users.16 LEAs should also be
open about data retention timespans (or criteria for determining whether to store personal data),
and how data-subjects can be exercise their rights, along with training individuals to ensure ethical
conduct while processing data. Moreover, every activity on the ROXANNE platform should be logged
so that it can be audited. It should also be clear to citizens how end-users can be held accountable
for cases of misusing surveillance platforms.
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A recent whitepaper by the European Commission has suggested a comprehensive approach to
build trust in AI systems through developing an ‘ecosystem’ of trust where all applicable laws are
complied with and multiple entities have oversight of such systems.17 End-users should consider
implementing internal oversight measures to monitor deployment of such systems, but also external
measures to evaluate processes for using the platform and its outputs, a key indicator for this having
large scale pilots/trials.18 Examples of such oversight include the West Midlands Police (UK) ethics
board which has included lay members of the public and has been active in consideration of the
development of predictive policing tools.19

Unintended consequences of technological solutions:
Technologies are generally adopted for the benefits that they bring. However, there are often
additional features of technologies that create consequences for their users and the public that
are not beneficial. Understanding the implications of using a technology and the effects they can
create is important for society as it helps all stakeholders get a better understanding of undesirable
technical features of different platforms.There are also systems where benefits for end-users
have negative (externalised) consequences for other groups, a problem that particularly affects
marginalised and vulnerable populations, whose needs and circumstances are not taken into account
in the design and deployment of a technology.20 Externalised consequences can include impacts on
other social values.
Biometrics based systems have some inherent limitations.21 For instance, in voice/speech based
biometric systems, a suspect’s sample might actually sound different depending on person’s health,
time of the day and even depending on who the person is interacting with;22 they could also
be mimicked and fool a recognition algorithm.23 Another example could be that of probabilistic
outcomes, such as false-positives (highlighting an innocent citizen) or false-negatives (not recognizing
a potential suspect),24 which could cause issues for those individuals and the public. Further, if the
end-users are not well trained, they might use the platform in a mistaken manner to get fallacious
results.25
To tackle these issues in ROXANNE, technical partners should ensure that recognition technologies
are accurate enough to identify targeted persons, but also have some variance to account for
different circumstances that might affect the quality of data collected during operations. These
technologies should also be thoroughly tested to ensure that the incidence of false-negatives and
false-positives is not so great as to cause difficulties for impacted populations. As these issues can
only be mitigated and not resolved, it is important that information about them is included in the
training provision to be given to end-users so that they can understand the limitations of the platform
and the implications of using it.
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Social acceptability:
Acceptability can be described as ‘the quality of being satisfactory and able to be agreed to or
approved of ‘.26 Project partners are trying to develop the ROXANNE platform in a way that citizens
trust it after appreciating the pros and cons associated with the platform. As public servants, LEAs
need to use tools/technologies that are socially acceptable.
The willingness to accept key aspects of innovation among all stakeholders can be subdivided
into two broad segments: (a) acceptance of the creation of the socio-economic conditions needed
for implementation and (b) acceptance of all consequences of the innovation. The latter refers
to the ways in which implementation will affect and change current practices in society.27 Further,
social acceptability is a result of citizens’ attitude towards the overall proposition (use of the
ROXANNE platform in this case). This attitude could be influenced by awareness about perceived
risk/uncertainty, values or beliefs of the citizens, trust in the users and developers of the platform,
participation in decision making process, potential benefits from the project etc.28
Literature on the technology industry suggests that citizens are overwhelmingly more likely to trust
organisations with strong privacy policies, and those who are transparent about how they use data.29
Assuming that people view public and private organisations in similar ways when it comes to trusting
that they use data in compliance with ethical and legal standards, then this indicates that having LEAs
be open about their data processing and a strong privacy policy should enhance citizen’s trust of
LEAs.
Indeed, citizens are unlikely to find biometrics based platform such as ROXANNE acceptable where:
they fear it could be used for mass surveillance, or to encroach upon their privacy; when they do not
trust the police;30 or when they are uncomfortable with an organisation holding sensitive data about
them.31 Thus, providing citizens a complete picture of the platform, its policies and fairness of process
becomes imperative. For citizens to be able to trust that LEAs use their data properly, LEAs need to
be able to demonstrate that the use of ROXANNE would in no way affect the security or freedoms
of innocent people. Steps toward this can include raising awareness about the accuracy and data
security of the platform and taking citizens feedback into account wherever possible.
Citizens are usually only indirectly involved in the development of novel technologies. They shape
the innovation process by voicing their opinions or by displaying actions that support or resist a
technology, both after and before market introduction. However, the overall public acceptance for
a such a technology can be gauged through opinion polls that represent aggregated attitude of
citizens.32 This feedback is key to making citizens part of the decision-making process and raising
their confidence in this platform. This input will help guide the design, dissemination as well as
exploitation of this platform as a whole, which in turn encourage greater social acceptability.
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Further, by engaging in a continuous effort towards creating a platform which is built keeping in
mind all other societal values, we can increase the probability of social acceptability for this project.
This includes raising awareness about the platform as a whole. The consortium should inform the
citizens about the extent of data security to make citizens feel safe about their data. The consortium
should also highlight the extent to which this platform will help prevent crime while ensuring swift
identification of suspected criminals. However, it is equally significant to inform citizens about the
possibility of false-positives and false negatives and how the project is dealing with this; oversight
mechanisms, and the process set forth to rectify errors in such a situation. The consortium should also
spread awareness about legal measures that protect citizens from unjust effects of processing of their
personal data.

Democracy and solidarity
Democracy is a popular method of collective decision-making, particularly in political systems. Key
to the implementation of democracy is that the people who participate in the decision-making are
treated equally and have the necessary liberties to engage in it.33 This is an important societal value
as it allows people to group together in solidarity with others to pool their collective power for
common causes (for example, political movements).
There is potential for the ROXANNE platform to affect democratic expression. For example, a person
is less likely attend a political rally if they believe that they will be subject to surveillance by state
agents and this will lead to unfavourable treatment by the state; this is an example of a ‘chilling
effect’.34 ROXANNE poses a particular issue if its users identify people under surveillance and then
use its network analysis capabilities to identify other people in the networks of political activists.
This increases the likelihood of such chilling effects as people will be further disinclined to partake in
particular activities so as not to implicate their friends and family. If this effect is realised, it is likely to
lead to less political participation from the public and an acceptance of the status quo to protect their
acquaintances, despite not being in favour of it.
These risks can be mitigated through preventing sales of the ROXANNE platform to authoritarian
states, or actors who might engage in repression of persons who attend political events. Further,
the implementation of decision-making processes that require ethical and legal compliance in order
for the platform to function should prevent the platform being abused where these processes are
followed. The legitimate use of ROXANNE is somewhat dependent on proper training of the endusers, and the incorporation of end-user training as part of the ROXANNE project should contribute
to this.
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Equality and tolerance for other cultures
Equality is a societal value that holds all people to be equal whatever their differences. This is an
important value as it enables all people to be treated fairly,35 no matter what their status. This is a key
principle of International and European political and legal systems.36
ROXANNE has the potential to affect people from different social groups in a disproportionate way.
Bias in the outputs of a platform can be caused where: a data set used to train the models is biased
toward or against a particular group; the dataset is not representative of the environment it will be
used in, or the population it will be used with; where the system is not measuring representative
data.37
For example, members of a group might be treated differently by a facial recognition algorithm due
to the colour of their skin where the model has been trained on more pictures of people from one
ethnic group than another.38 This is an issue of particular relevance to policing. Where existing police
data is biased and provides a skewed view of a particular group, then that affects how the outputs
of data-analysis systems are assessed. If this influences future policing, it can lead to a compounding
of bias.39 However, it is complicated further by factors specific to criminality such as the greater
prevalence of more crimes being committed by young men in comparison to other groups.40 The
impact of producing a system to specifically targeted these people is that biases are reproduced and
such persons are at significant risk of being discriminated against.
The ROXANNE consortium should do all that it can to alleviate risks of this happening through
evaluating all the data sets which it is using to train the platform on to ensure that they are not
biased for or against different groups, and ensuring that the platform is measuring data that
is representative. This should, therefore, reduce the risk of the ROXANNE platform having a
discriminatory effect when it is used.

Human rights
Human rights are legal rules that require states to respect and protect people. They also provide
a framework where state actors can infringe upon rights in situations where this is necessary and
proportionate. Privacy rights are well known, and these can be lawfully infringed upon in some
situations such as where law enforcement needs to know private information in order to prevent or
investigate serious crimes.41
There is always a risk with data-analysis technologies that they could be used in a way that is arbitrary,
meaning that it is not necessary or proportionate to use in a specific situation. However, ROXANNE
poses particular risks as it analyses not only at the individual who police are interested in but also
at whom they communicate with; it could be arbitrary to include their associates in the surveillance
activities.
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In order to mitigate this risk, the ROXANNE platform should only be sold to law enforcement
agencies in states with a good human rights record. The platform could be built to include decisionmaking process that require law enforcement officers to take a decision on whether to include
or exclude the data of associates from a network analysis, the decision-making processes will
incorporate the human rights legal framework in order to facilitate compliance.

Respect for human life
Recognising that all people have an inherent dignity is a societal value that underpins human rights,
equality, and fair treatment of others.42 Where people ignore the dignity of others, this is a process
of dehumanisation and people are treated as less than human, resulting in systematic atrocities at
its worst extent.43 Data processing about people can lead to a less dramatic form of dehumanisation
where people are treated as mere data points, leading people to forget that the outputs of
algorithmic systems have real consequences for other human lives.
With ROXANNE, this could be particularly problematic where, for example, the platform is used to
analyse police surveillance data and operational decisions are made based on the outputs of the
platform, rather than a police officer evaluating the person under investigation. Or an investigator
trusts an algorithm, rather than making the decision themselves. For example, this could lead to a
citizen being subject to further investigation and analysis of their sensitive data even though their
actions are perfectly innocent, and this would have been understood had a human evaluated the
original results in a meaningful way.
These risks can be mitigated in the ROXANNE platform through structuring the relationship between
human and machine to avoid (or minimise) issues of blindly following machine outputs (automation
bias), and to prioritise human decision-making. Technical partners should structure the humanmachine relationship so that the benefits of machine analysis are used to complement human
decision-making.

The rule of law
Having all people and institutions subject to legal rules and legal frameworks is a key aspect of
democratic systems as it prevents different parts of the system from gaining excessive power. This is a
key societal value as it allows people to trust their institutions.44
ROXANNE does not necessarily pose a direct risk to this system or trust in institutions. But, human
beings often give greater weight to the outputs of advanced technologies over themselves or other
human beings.45 In the context of a criminal trial, this could pose an issue whereby evidence from
the surveillance data analysed by the ROXANNE platform is given greater weight than evidence
from other surveillance technologies would normally be given. This could, potentially, mean that
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the results of data analysis are seen as more conclusive than they should be, and this could lead to
misunderstandings in court. Potentially, this could affect how the guilt or innocence of a defendant is
viewed in court.
A way to mitigate this would be for ethical/legal partners to disseminate information about this
risk to highlight this issues so that it can be properly understand that whilst ROXANNE and similar
technologies are advanced, this should not mean that evidence generated from them should be
given significant weight in a criminal trial. Potential recipients could include groups representing
judges and lawyers.

Emerging themes
This paper discusses the issues that could be raised from the potential use of the ROXANNE platform
in terms of societal values. Some values place importance on independent oversight of LEAs using
the ROXANNE platform with accountability measures to increase compliance with applicable
standards. These are important features about the organisations that will use ROXANNE. In terms of
the platform itself, ensuring transparent processing and un-biased algorithms are important as this
should result in fair treatment of citizens by the platform, and an ability for LEA officers to understand
what is happening inside the platform to enable them to make fully informed decisions for their
investigations. Another important theme is that LEAs should only use the ROXANNE platform in a
way that is lawful and appropriate for the investigation at hand. These themes, amongst other issues,
show that whilst violations of privacy are undesirable for society, they can be carried out in conformity
with societal values where they are fair, lawful, and subject to accountability measures. In the specific
case of using ROXANNE, ensuring that a human being is in control of deciding how to use machine
outputs also seems to be a key requirement for compliance with societal values.
These societal requirements may appear to misalign with the project objective of increasing the
speed at which organised crime investigations can take place: increasing the human role and
oversight can slow down uses of automated systems. Yet, this need not be an issue for the use of
ROXANNE as the overall speed of an investigation, even with the necessary human input, might well
progress faster than the current tempo of investigations. Further, when the appropriate permissions
and authorisations are in place, the investigation time will reduce. As such, human oversight both of
the platform and the process of using the platform should not be sacrificed simply to increase the
speed of investigations.
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2. SCENARIOS
The below scenarios are entirely fictional; they present situations where tools like those in the
ROXANNE platform could be used and things go wrong. The intention of doing this is to highlight
issues that need to be raised and considered (with the focus here on societal issues). Once issues
are highlighted, we can focus on developing solutions so that these incidents do not happen with
ROXANNE. We would appreciate any feedback you wish to provide, especially if you could provide
answers to the questions that are asked. You will be able to respond to these questions via a link to a
survey that is available on the ROXANNE project website.

Scenario 1 – suspected child abuse
An LEA (A) of a European nation receives intelligence from an LEA (B) in a neighbouring country
regarding a possible perpetrator of child exploitation. The LEA (B) has used the ROXANNE platform
to recognize voices in phone calls which match to those recorded in previous investigations from
2019. One of the calls is traced to Mark’s house. His house falls under the jurisdiction of LEA (A).
Mark lives with his wife, two children, and his father in a sophisticated area of the city. According to
the tip, several infrequent telephone calls have been made to known child abusers from the house
owned by Mark. These child abusers are associated with uploading homemade content to a dark
web site.

Question: Would you (LEA A) require any information about the use of a data-analysis platform by
LEA (B) upon receipt of intelligence ? Would you need to know specific results of the data analysis?
Would you want to know which analysis platform was used?

Answer:

LEA (A) officers request to place Mark under surveillance. After considering multiple documents,
including the results of the ROXANNE platform, a judge gives the required permission for
surveillance. This includes intercepting the voice calls from the landline phone in Mark’s house, and
footage from the CCTV cameras near Mark’s house.
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LEA (A) officers request to place Mark under surveillance. After considering multiple documents,
including the results of the ROXANNE platform, a judge gives the required permission for
surveillance. This includes intercepting the voice calls from the landline phone in Mark’s house, and
footage from the CCTV cameras near Mark’s house.

Question: Is it likely that a judge would authorize surveillance in your country based primarily off
the results of a data-analysis platform? Would other corroborating evidence be required?

Answer:

After three days of surveillance, the speakers in a voice call from Mark’s house are matched by the
ROXANNE system. The caller speaks very little on the call, and the ROXANNE system suggest it is
more likely than not that the caller is Mark. The LEA officers assume that the caller is Mark and the
short voice samples are the reason that the match is not more definitive. The call recipient speaks a
lot on the call and their voice is matched by the ROXANNE system to a known child abuser. The LEA
(A) officers conclude from this that Mark is in direct contact with known child abusers.
On another call, Mark heard discussing a business trip to another city and the investigators are
concerned that he might meet other child abusers. Officers begin to look into putting Mark under
surveillance for the duration of his business trip.

Question: Could you foresee a situation where LEA officers make decisions just based off the
results of a data-analysis platform, rather than also using their intuition and experience? Would this
concern you?

Answer:
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In the days before Mark’s business trip new video content is uploaded to the dark web site used
by the child abusers. The video metadata shows that the video was recorded one day earlier. The
face of one of Mark’s children is recognised in the video content by the ROXANNE platform that is
comparing the video with CCTV images.
Owing to the child protection risks, LEA (A) officers raid Marks house. Mark, his wife and father are
arrested, and his children are taken into temporary care by the authorities.

Question: It is likely that you would incorporate two streams of evidence from an investigation
(e.g. video files gathered from CCTV and the dark web) for analysis? Or, would you only compare
evidence with data in a verified database, for example?

Answer:

During questioning, it is shown that Mark and his wife were shopping all day when the abuse content
was filmed. Mark’s father, Simon, was staying in Mark’s house and is shown to have a very similar
voice to Mark. Upon further investigation, it is determined that Simon made the calls to child abusers
from Mark’s house and filmed the abusive content.
LEA officers take voice samples from Simon’s police interviews and analyse them using the
ROXANNE platform. Simon’s voice matches with several samples from previous voice recordings
associated with child abuse where the speaker was unknown.

Question: Would you need special permissions to process (biometric) data gathered in one case for
another investigation? If so, what permissions would you require?

Answer:
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Scenario 2 – suspected drug dealing
Frank is a member of an ethnic minority and lives in a community that has recorded a high crime-rate
for a long time. He is seen interacting with known leaders of criminal organisations who are under
video surveillance by officers investigating gang violence. Surveillance images are analysed using
the ROXANNE platform which suggests a high-probability that Frank is actually William, the former
leader of a drug gang who left the area several years ago. LEA officers who remember William think
that Frank looks similar to, but not exactly like, their memories of William. They put the difference
down to the years that have passed and trust the algorithm.

Question: How should the ROXANNE platform present the results of components that can
recognise an individual? Display the most probable match? List the 10 most probable matches? List
all those with a probability match above a certain percentage? Something else?

Answer:

Question: Should LEA officers be allowed to ‘trust the algorithm’? Should algorithmic solutions
only be used to inform an LEA officer’s judgement? Should investigators corroborate data-analysis
results they want to use?

Answer:
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The determination that William has returned to the area is included in intelligence reports to a new
regional anti-drug squad who are investigating a large and well-organised drug gang. Owing to
William being observed interacting with criminal leaders, and William’s extensive criminal record,
investigators show the information they have to a judge who is also convinced that Frank is William
and obtain a warrant to place William under surveillance by monitoring his phone calls, text
messages, and emails.

Question: How should information about the results of recognition technologies be reported
within and by LEAs? Reporting who was recognised? Reporting the probability of recognition?
Something else?

Answer:

Question: If multiple people are recognised with a high probability, should all these possible
recognitions be included in reports?

Answer:

Officers record several phone calls where William is heard telling the leaders of drug gangs that
they should ‘work for him’. Investigators use the ROXANNE platform to visualise the connections
between people whose communications are monitored; this shows William as a key node in a
network with known criminals. William’s emails also reveal that he manages a community organisation
campaigning for better political representation of ethnic minorities. Owing to the strength of
communications with many criminals, investigators theorise that the community organisation could
be a front for hiding a criminal network run by William. They decide to investigate the community
organisation further.
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Question: How should the context of data analysis be conveyed? Should suspects, known criminals,
and innocent people all be highlighted in some way?

Answer:

In their expanded investigation, LEA officers use the ROXANNE platform to analyse the seemingly
innocent communications William has with his staff at the community organisation. The text analysis
part of the platform outputs that staff members regularly use slang terms for drugs typical of criminal
organisations, and the voice recognition part of the platform recognises several staff members of
staff who are from ethnic minorities as having criminal records in an LEA database.

Question: If data from innocent persons is captured by LEA surveillance, how should these people’s
privacy be protected during data-analysis? What safeguards should be implemented?

Answer:
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Question: Should data analysis systems have access to historical LEA databases even if those
databases contain data generated by discriminatory policing practices from the past? What
safeguards should be implemented?

Answer:

From all of these data, investigators conclude that William is overseeing a major drug dealing
operation with several local gangs working for him. LEA officers decide to raid the community
organisation for evidence of drug dealing. They find no evidence, but determine that Frank is not
William and was in contact with criminals in order to try and convince them to leave their criminal
activities and ‘work for him’ at the community project. They also discover that the prevalence
of criminal records and use of slang typical of criminal organisations is due to the community
organisation hiring ex-prisoners as an example of rehabilitation.

Question: Is it likely that arrests could be made based purely on the results of a data-analysis
platform? Would corroborating evidence be required?

Answer:
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Owing to the sensitive nature of the investigation, LEA officers are unable to explain their actions
in detail. This results in a loss of trust between the community and LEAs. It also deters people
from engaging in legitimate political activism as some locals feel the community organisation was
targeted for its political activities. Owing to the complexity of the algorithms used, LEA officers are
also unable to explain why the platform made the determinations that it did.

Question: Should LEAs be open with the public about what surveillance tools they are using? How
open should they be? How should they explain surveillance and data-analysis tools to the public?

Answer:

Question: If possible, would you like to know why data analysis platforms produce the results that
they do? How much detail would be beneficial?

Answer:
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